
 

The over-use of some common-pool resources is often due to the fact that these are regarded (and treated) as 

open-access resources that lack clearly defined property (or use) rights. As a result, an individual user can 

normally not prevent other users from accessing the resource as well, which creates an incentive to utilize it 

before other people do so. Such behaviour leads to overusing the resource. Furthermore, an uncontrolled 

extraction/usage of a resource neglects the impacts of the utilization on other possible users (negative 

externalities, either in the form of pollution, or of foregone opportunities), thus creating a wrong impression of 

the actual “price” of using the resource: in this example, the price would consist only of the costs the user has 

to pay privately for accessing the resource (costs of a borehole and a pump, for example), and not of the 

overall costs faced by society (OECD 2011). 

The allocation of use/property rights or emission permits/quotas to the resource in question is a common 

economical solution to the problem. It basically tackles two aspects of the problem at the same time: it stops 

the overuse through the setting of a maximum amount to be used, and utilizes market forces to allocate the 

resource or emission to its economically most efficient utilization (in the case of tradable permits) (FAO 2004). 

The rights issued can be tradable, but this is not a necessity for the first function of issuing such rights: the 

limitation of the use/pollution of the resource through the creation of a cap in the form of the number of 

maximal allocated use/property rights or emission permits (Stavins 2002). The second function of the 

allocation of rights or permits depends on their tradability: under a properly functioning market where these 

rights can be traded, and in which the rights are not over-allocated, access to the resource/emission of 

pollutants is no longer freely available. This creates incentives to use/pollute the resource sparingly, or to 

invest in resource-saving technologies. It also transfers the resource use or the emission from low- to high-

value (Interwies/Görlitz 2011). 

Serious concerns regarding tradable use/property rights and “resource markets” exist, however. The most 

important of these is the question of equity, which is especially relevant in the context of developing countries. 

Treating a resource principally as an economic commodity can limit the access of less economic successful 

sectors to the resource, as they may not be able to compete in a market. This has to be considered when 

initially allocating the rights, and in the design of the market, which raises a second point to be considered: a 

functioning resource market needs a strong administrative and regulatory background that guarantees that all 

transactions are correctly done and enforced (World Bank 1997; Asian Development Bank 2008). Due to this, 

well-developed and functioning property right/emission permit markets yet exist only in more developed 

countries (OECD 2011). 
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The programme Watermove was established in 2002 to facilitate water trading between agricultural water users. 

Watermove operates as a clearinghouse for the temporary trade of water rights and aims to link buyers and 

sellers, which are provided with water licenses by Australian authorities. Trade is conducted once a week, 

whereas the order of the transactions is dependent on the price offered: the lowest price seller within a trading 

zone is the first seller eligible to trade and the highest price seller within a trading zone is the last seller eligible to 

trade, and so on. Furthermore, there are restrictions imposed on inter-basin transactions. 

Source:  Brooks/Harris 2008; Qureshi et al. 2009; OECD 2010. 
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The EU ETS is a “cap-and-trade” market system to trade emission rights for climate-relevant gases (mainly CO2, 

but covering the other “Kyoto Gases” as well). The “cap” sets the maximum amount of gases to be emitted per 

year, and the “trade” guarantees the allocation of these rights to the place where it is most economic efficient to 

reduce emissions. Many challenges to a well-functioning system exist, however, which include problems such as 

the initial allocation of emission permits, their price, “carbon leakage”, and standards for international climate 

change mitigation projects under the Clean Development/Joint Implementation Mechanisms. 

Source:  Watanabe/Robinson 2005. 
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The Californian Drought Water Bank represents an example of a form of water market called “water bank”. It was 

established to mitigate the effects of a serious drought spell in California at the end of the 1980s, and encourages 

water transfers from agriculture users in the north of the state to higher value urban, municipal and agricultural 

users in the south. Different sale and purchase prices were set to encourage a surplus of sellers over buyers so 

that the balance could be used for allocation to the environment and groundwater recharge. 

Source:  World Bank 1997; California Department of Water Resources/U.S. Bureau of Reclamation 2010; OECD 2010a. 
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In the late 1980s and early 1990s, Santiago de Chile had increasing air quality problems resulting from growth in 

industrial production and transportation. The Santiago Air Emissions Trading was established with the goal of 

reducing the PM10-Emissions by 50%. Although the target was achieved in 1998, the programme was critized for 

the limited amount of trade that did take place. Thus, although the target was met (first function of tradable 

permit systems; see above), it is questionable whether this was achieved in the economically most efficient way. 

Source:  Schreifels (undated). 


